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Fair Salinia was one of the earliest horses owned by
Swedish salt merchant Sven Hanson, and was trained
by Sir Michael Stoute. For many years Hanson was
active in Britain, including in partnership with the late
Gerald Leigh, and his salt interests also took him to
Australia. Eventually terminally discouraged by British
prize money, Hanson and his wife, Carina, moved to
Normandy in the early 1990=s and set up the Haras de
Vieux Pont, where they have bred something like 25%
black-type horses from foals. Up until now the best of
them was probably Pride, a Peintre Celebre mare who
was a Group 1 winner in three countries, and a multiple
champion who earned over $3.9 million. Fair Salinia
herself (note the salt connection; Hansons family has
been in salt, he told me on the phone the other day, for
181 years) eventually produced three black-type
winners, one of whom was Reliable Man=s dam, On Fair
Stage, foaled in 1993, when Fair Sailinia was 18. She
is now 18 herself, and Reliable Man is her third
black-type winner, though the more famous one, up
until now, was the highly rated two-mile hurdler French
Opera (by Bering).
The Hansons, by their own admission, have never
been great sellers. They are traditional breeders, the
kind you actually find a lot of in Central European
countries like Germany, and in Scandinavia. Knowing
the importance of giving their mares the best shot,
Sven and Carina came up with a racing club, really
patterned after those in Australia, he explained. They
had four colts they wanted to put in training with their
long-time trainer Alain de Royer-Dupre, including Pride=s
first foal, a colt by Galileo, and Reliable Man. They did
the paperwork (Anine months!@ exclaimed Hanson),
jumped through all the hoops the French governmment
and racing authorities made them jump through, and
ended up placing 20 of the 40 shares, which were
priced at just i34,000 each--a total valuation of i1.36
million for four well-bred colts through the end of their
3-year-old years, all training, insurance, etc. paid up in
front. No bills.
AAnd look@, laughed Hanson, Awe won the G1 French
Derby and his earnings, including the French breeding
bonuses, add up to i1.4-million. At least I can tell my
partners we have broken even.@
Much like Team Valor=s phone must have been after
Animal Kingdom won the GI Kentucky Derby, no doubt
the Hansons= phone is ringing off the wall by people
lining up to get in the next syndicate. AWe won=t do it
again,@ said Sven. AI wish we could, but the first one
cost a fortune in legal and administrative fees, which
we absorbed ourselves. I think racing clubs, along the
Australian model, are the future, because they spread
the costs and risk, and people enjoy owning a fraction
of a good horse as much as they would if they owned
the whole horse themselves. But, in France, they make
it very difficult and expensive.@ Bill Oppenheim may be
contacted at bopp@ erb.com (please cc TDN management
at suefinley@ thoroughbreddailynews.com ). Follow him on
Twitter at www.twitter.com/billoppenheim .

IT'S NOT THE WHIPS, IT'S THE WHIPPING.
I happened to watch She'sawontontomato win the
6th race at Golden Gate on Saturday, June 4, as two of
my favorite commentators celebrated Russell Baze
winning his ninth race in 11 starts. (video)
Winning without honor, however, is not winning.
After 30 strikes with the whip, I lost track of the
number of times Baze hit the filly from the quarter pole
home. The TV analyst's comment was, "He [Baze] had
to work for it."
What have we become as people, and to what
depths have we sunk, to be so anesthetized to this
obscenity and barbarism? And how can we be so stupid
to blindly support this largely uncontrolled abuse of
horses as we also seek to increase our fan base and
prevent our sinking "sport" from descending toward
relative obscurity?
Sadly, this tradition of whipping is not even
necessary. If jockeys only carried whips for safety, the
winner of each race would reflect the competitive
quality of the horse and the true horsemanship and
talent of the jockey.
As stated on the National Museum of Racing and Hall
of Fame home page, many people consider Isaac
Murphy to be the greatest jockey of all time, winning
more than 35% (and maybe as many as 45%) of his
career mounts. His greatest accomplishment, however,
was that he never whipped his horses.
The poet Frank X. Walker captures Murphy's essence
and genuine gift in his recent poem, Murphy's Secret:
"Y I just nudge 'em like they exhausted mammas do
soon as they are born an licked dry
until they unfold them wobbly legs an stand.
When I'm up there I rub my hands against they neck
lean into they ear, pretend I'm the wind an whisper
'Find yo purpose. Find yo purpose' ... an hold on."
Where have you gone Isaac Murphy? And where did
we lose our way?
Rob Whiteley
Liberation Farm
Feedback for publication? Please email
suefinley@thoroughbreddailynews.com with the subject
line AOp/Ed Feedback.@

